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P r e f a c e

Introduction to the study
The present study submits five post-war British plays to an examination from a
philological-linguistic standpoint. To define the domain of this project and to
underline the challenge of choosing such a domain, we must turn to a two thou-
sand year old source:

Given both the same means and the same kind of object for imitation, one may
either (1) speak at one moment in narrative and at another in an assumed
character, as Homer does; or (2) one may remain the same throughout, without
any such change; or (3) the imitation may represent the whole story dramatical-
ly, as though they /the characters/ were actually doing the things described.
So that as an imitator Sophocles will be on oneside akin to Homer, both por-
traying good men; and on another to Aristophanos, since both present their
personages as acting and doing. This in fact, according to some, is the reason
for plays being termed dramas, because in a play the personages act the story.
The Spectacle, though an attraction, is the least artistic of all the parts /of dra-
ma/, and has least to do with the art of poetry. The tragic effect is quite pos-
sible without a public performance and actors; and besides, the getting up of
the Spectacle is more a matter for the costumier than the poet.1

The domain of the present study can thus be specified with the help of Aristotle: it
is drama in so far as this is directly concerned with the art of poetry; i.e the play,
not the spectacle.

A play is a text which renders a spectacle, in a reduced and incomplete way. I
am dispensing here with the possible theoretical complication that a theatrical
spectacle can also be seen as a kind of text.

By ‘text’ I mean simply the written record of the performance. There are essen-
tial elements in the dramatic art that are impossible to capture in a text: they can
but happen and be experienced. These elements, with all respect for their powers,
remain outside the scope of present enquiery. Recognising the paramount signifi-
cance of the non-verbal chracteristics of drama, I still insist on full legitimacy and
importance of my chosen quest: what is it that can be expressed by the words of the
play? Or, in other words, are there ways in which modern philological insights can
substantiate Aristotle’s statement that the effect /of plays/ is quite possible without
a public performance and actors?

This question immediately places my enterprise into the cross-fire of the
current public debate about drama and the theatre. The debate is constituted by
scholars, critics and theatre practitioners referring ungracefully to one another.
Authors like Bernard Shaw and John Osborne are known to have published open
letters to their critics addressing them as idiots and acknowledged enemies. The re-
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nowned director Robert Lepage interviewed by the Danish newspaper Politiken
claimed that theatre no longer belongs to literature. From the world of scholarship
we hear appeals for the theatre to release itself from the text (Derrida) or, on the ot-
her front, appeals to literary studies to set the dramatic genre aside because the
word in drama is an autoritarian tool incapable of true polyphony (Bakhtin). Fi-
nally, on the layman level there thrives an opinion that drama, since it is written to
be performed, does not really fall under the category ‘literary heritage’. In this situ-
ation an academic who persists in his/her enthusiasm for dramatic language as the
subject of a philologic investigation feels impelled to explain and even excuse this
choice of the material. Of course drama is literature, and all literature is meant to
be performed, even if by imaginary characters or voices speaking to the reader in
his inner ear. Furthemore, all drama is meant to be read, especially that part of it
which is subsequently intended to be performed.

In general, the idea that there should be a Chinese Wall between the literary
and the theatrical is a misconception that cannot last forever. The result of this
misconception often is that drama is ignored or marginalised by teachers and rese-
archers responsible for shaping literature curricula, or, as is the case with English
studies where drama cannot be marginalised however hard one tries, drama enters
literary courses unacknowledged and is taught and investigated with little or no at-
tention paid to its theatrical nature. This is most regretful, since the dramatic tradi-
tion of Britain is extraordianry rich, vivacious, unique (despite the universality the
name Globe implies) and central to British culture (despite the misleading topo-
nyms West End and Fringe).

The present study purpots to demonstrate ways in which the gap between the
worlds of literature and the theatre can be bridged. To give the reader an idea of
the topicality of this project, I would like to refer to two international meetings
both of which took place in Copenhagen in the Autumn of 1996. The first of the
two was the Baltic Conference “Theatre and Text”. In her plenary speech, the host
of the Conference, Professor Kela Kvam from Copehangen University, portrayed the
modern world of theatre and theatre studies as a great multifaceted contemporanei-
ty, in which everything coexists simultaneously (ergo, no more idiots and enemies).
Among other points related to the literary nature of drama, Professor Kvam said:

Theatre no longer belongs to literature? And yet. The playwright is still there
and thank God for that. But he has had to say goodbye to the position of su-
preme ruler he once occupied. In this part of the world, playwrights such as
Lars Noren and Per Olov Enquist still have the courage to claim the primacy
of the dramatic text, and there are quite a few who predict a renaissance of the
word. But the case really seems to be that all these forms exist at once – theatre
of the word as well as the theatre of images.2

Yet another moment of reassurance happened during the European Seminar
“Word: Theatre – Dialogue”. Its chairperson, British theatre researcher Clair Mac-
Donald, said in her opening speech:
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If the most interesting theatre of the seventies and eighties abundoned text in
favour of visual and physical exploration, then the theatre writing has reemer-
ged in the 90s with renewed vigour. (...) The move away from theatre texts has
allowed both the written text and the practice of the theatre writing to be ope-
ned up.(..) Deconstructed and fragmentary texts, experiments in narrative,
textual collage and quotation, text sampling, improvisation – all have been ex-
plored in ways which have allowed the primacy of the play-text to be displa-
ced into a much richer range of writing practices – themselves informed by
visual art, experimental film, literary and cultural theory, sound art and po-
etry. (...) It is undoubtedly true that there is now a new confidence and interest
in theatre language and theatre writing, and that the critical tools to engage
with it are part of that change.3

Although Aristotle’s terms are still in use, the references to these two international
assemblies witness to the fact that the purpose of this study is not simply to play
with certain Ancient Greek ideas. The arguments below are directly related to ur-
gent contemporary issues, both in the world of practical theatre-making and in the
academic community.

As my study reached its completion in the autumn of 1996, I could not help
thinking about the double symbolism of this moment of time. Two parts of the
academic community were celebrating centenaries: those of Antonin Artaud and
Roman Jakobson, both born in 1896. It does feel strange to put an “and” in betwe-
en these names. Jakobson was a linguist whose main ambition it was to ascertain
the expressive potential of all elements of language, all grammatical, syntactical,
phonetical units, to say nothing of the word itself. Artaud, in his own idiosyncra-
tic, but equally enthusiastic manner, proposed abandoning the word altogether, as
a useless tool which cannot really express anything of importance, unless stripped
of all grammar, syntactical roles and recognizable human sounds and returned to
the state of a primaeval cry.

The present study attempts to penetrate the theatre world, a world in which
Artaud has been one of the major modern influences (after Artaud, as Susan Son-
tag plainly describes the situation in modern theatre), using the linguopoetic method
formulated by scholars at Moscow University under the influence of Jakobson. If
such endeavour will focus renewed academic attention on the legacy of these two re-
markable thinkers of the last century, my greatest hopes will be accomplished.

The first three chapters of the work offer, respectively, a description of the
methodology used in linguopoetic analysis, an account of British drama in the
post-war period, and an outline of previous achievements in the field of linguistic
interpretation of literary genres, especially the genre of drama. Translations from
Russian in the chapter describing the linguopoetic method are my own. Five chap-
ters comprising a linguopoetic reading of the five post-war British plays form the
most substantial part of this study. Finally, an outline of the general modes of ex-
pressiveness of language in the theatre, as demonstrated by the five analysed plays,
is presented in Concluding Observations at the end of the study.
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T h e L i n g u o p o e t i c A p p r o a c h t o t h e

A n a l y s i s o f V e r b a l A r t

Linguistics and poetics united: linguistic approaches to the interpretation of
literature
In ancient times, a holistic approach to the word came to people naturally: compi-
lers of Sanskrit grammar or translators of the Bible saw themselves as both literary
scholars and linguists, and, on top of this, poets. Nowadays, the chances of a view
of the word that comprises both linguistic and literary critical angles are few. Pre-
sent-day scholars interested in studying the language of literature wander to and
fro between the established domains of linguistics and literary criticism, not feeling
particularly welcome in either of the two worlds. A quarter of a century ago Ro-
nald Barthes complained about the discomfort of being a stylistician:

For about twenty years I have been doing research on the language of litera-
ture without feeling completely comfortable in the role either of critic or of lin-
guist. (Barthes 1971: 3)

Twenty five years on, concluding the XVth congress of the Poetics and Linguistics
Association convened at Granada (September 1995), the chairwoman of the Asso-
ciation, Kathie Wales, observed to her audience that they were all still homeless
children: none of the conferees came from an Institute for Stylistics or Language of
Literature, and every single scholar still depended on the benevolence of his/her
strictly literary or strictly linguistic hosts.

Nevertheless, stylistics in general, and that part of stylistics which deals with
the language of verbal art in particular, have made great progress during the last
century. Modern stylistics was inaugurated in 1909 with Charles Bally’s Traite de
stylistique francaise. According to Bally there must be something in the structure of
language which conveys the subjective, non-conceptual, affective aspect of
thought. Stylistics, then, should discover this systeme expressif within la langue.
Bally argued that the affective aspects of thought were communicated by an inter-
play of implicit associations which stemmed either from the signifiant – so as to
create a sensory impression – or from the signifie – therefore transforming a con-
cept into a mental image (see Mecanisme de l’expressivité, 1925). Such associa-
tions of the word belong to the domain of la langue in so far as they are usual,
common, inherent to this word. Bally excludes the study of literary effects (i.e. the
study of unique, adherent associations of words) from the domain of stylistics be-
cause he regards literary effects as the result of the conscious and voluntary mani-
pulation of language by the author (and therefore parole, not langue). Stylistics,
according to Bally’s logic, should be the study of the ordinary, spontaneous use of
language (langue). The method of this study, as proposed by Bally, consisted, basi-
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cally, in establishing oppositions of synonyms equal in their content, but differing
in inherent stylistic connotations. With Bally, stylistics turned from its centuries-old
focus on belles lettres and concentrated on the surplus of language material left
unattended by linguists:

By limiting the extension of the phenomena that were relevant to linguistics,
that is, by arbitrarily carving out of the center of verbal behaviour a domain
that was defined a priori as uniquely and exclusively linguistic, Saussurean lin-
guistics was vulnerable to the following claim: this all important isolation of
the linguistic domain is dictated by methodological requirements rather than
by correspondence to the nature of the phenomenon described. But if those ex-
cluded, non-linguistic aspects of communication could be provided with a si-
milar explanation, based on the same model and the same principles, the force
of this claim wold be weakened.(...) Ever since /Bally/, as far as linguistics is
concerned, stylistics has had this important but surprisingly unacknowledged
role as a buffer zone for the defense of the autonomy of the linguistic domain.
(Taylor, T.J. 1980: 20)

I agree wholly with the above assessment of the role played by modern stylistics
with regard to linguistics. It is also correct that the intimate bond between stylistics
and linguistics is not generally recognised: it is far more common for literature on
the subject to stress parallels between stylistics and criticism. Thus, defining sty-
listics in her Dictionary of Stylistics, Kathie Wales emphasises its kinship with criti-
cism:

In many respects stylistics is close to literary criticism and practical criticism.
By far the most common material studied is literary...Intuition and interpreta-
tive skills are just as important in stylistics and literary criticism... (Wales
1989: 438)

Nevertheless, when Wales adduces a list of schools of modern stylistics, it trans-
pires that these schools are clearly closer to linguistics than to criticism: computa-
tional stylistics, critical linguistics, generative stylistics, stylometry, textual
linguistics, linguistic criticism, functional and formalist stylistics, etc. Not one de-
notation refers to a literary or critical school, while most of the last century’s lin-
guistic trends seem to have yielded correspondent stylistic buffer zones.
Furthermore, if there is one factor that unites these various stylistic trends, it is a
rejection of traditional literary criticism on the grounds of its subjectivity, inconsi-
stency and lack of rigour.

Thus, generative stylistics was pioneered by Richard Ohmann. In terms of gen-
erative stylistics, style, predictably, is constituted by a choice of surface structures
to represent particular deep structures. Two utterances with equal deep structures
and dissimilar surface structures are different in style. Having examined works by
Hemingway for transformations between the structures, Ohmann found that this
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author has a predilection for “deletion transformation”. Ohmann’s other example
was Faulkner, who showed a predilection, on the contrary, for “additive and con-
junctive transformations” (Ohmann, R. 1969).

Functionalists and generativists view language from opposite poles. Instead of
deep structures, functionalists operate with societally relevant functions. The func-
tionalist Michael Halliday thus proposed to distinguish between the ideational,
interpersonal and textual functions of language. These three functions rule dif-
ferent speech elements but are all simultaneously present in any given utterance.
However, if we turn to Halliday’s own practice in stylistic analysis, it is difficult to
see where exactly these three functions appear. Halliday’s (and, so far, functiona-
lism’s) most renowned example of stylistic analysis is based on Golding’s story The
Inheritors. Halliday’s elucidation of Golding’s language is at least as thrilling as
the story itself. It is hard to believe that Golding could visualise Neanderthal men-
tality with such ingenuity without having first consulted Halliday on Transitive
Verbs and Direct Objects (Halliday 1971: 330-365).

Another outstanding figure in the field of functionalist stylistics is Roger Fow-
ler. Like Halliday, Fowler argues ardently for the necessity of treating literary style
in sociological terms. He is against the elitist approach to literature in exclusively
aesthetic terms, an approach which he accuses, in particular, Roman Jakobson of
being guilty. What Fowler puts forward as linguistic criticism has little to do with
either literary criticism or linguistics: it is rather a way of producing a critical ana-
lysis of society itself by revealing ideological mechanisms in the grammatical, syn-
tactical and lexical minutiae of any given text. Fowler describes his own
methodological apparatus as:

/a/ box of knives that should be used to carve up your own linguistic puddings,
to dissect your own language, and the language which is offered to you in such
gargantuan portions for daily consumption. (Fowler 1981: 37)

With the help of these knives – relexicalisation, overlexicalisation, thematisation
and so on – Fowler describes the intricacies of language used by the representatives
of different classes in Charles Dickens’ novel Hard Times. Fowler insists that li-
terature is a text charged with a coded sociological message which he decodes with
the help of his method. It is only to be expected that the most interesting instances
of Fowler’s stylistical analysis are to be found in his elucidations of various official
documents, such as university regulations, where he displays the ways in which,
beneath the acclaimed informative message, the texts convey or, rather, impose, an
ideological one. With respect to literary genres, such sociological ‘revelations’ can
have only limited interest. Literature, to borrow functionalism’s own terminology,
has other functions in society than official documents, and is judged by other cri-
teria than its ideological message alone.

A bird’s-eye view of the various theories in contemporary European stylistics
may give an impression of disarray and confusion. The debate on the language of
literature has continued for decades and disagreements are far from being resol-
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ved: in most treatises on stylistics the authors give expression to their emphatic
support of or energetic disagreement with the authors of other treatises on sty-
listics. Often an author rejects all existing stylistic theories and proposes his own;
the Scandinavian scholar Enkvist does this when he puts forward his concept of
‘stylolinguistics’ based on statistical methods and on the notions of norm and devi-
ation in speech (see Enkvist, N.E. 1971, 1973). Anyone wishing to compile a
comprehensive manual of stylistics today is undertaking a Herculean task (as does,
in all fairness, any modern scholar who sets out to present his field of knowledge).
However, on a more down-to-earth level, i.e. on the level of practical stylistic analy-
sis, disagreements of the theoretical level begin to look smoother and may even dis-
solve completely: Ohmann finds relative clauses in Faulkner, Halliday finds
intransitive verbs in Golding and so on. As a rule, the ‘discoveries’ can easily be de-
scribed in terms of traditional structuralist linguistics. Furthermore, the relevance
of these discoveries to the final value-oriented critical assessment of the given work
is easy to overlook. The critics have every reason to be sceptical of linguistic ap-
proaches to literature, for they naturally expect any treatment of a work of verbal
art to lead to a better critical assessment of it. An example of just such a sceptical
critic is Rene Wellek, who, as early as 1969, expressed his discontent with the in-
trusion of linguistics into literary criticism from the tribune of a symposium on sty-
listics:

This certainly is the ideal of our scientific age: objectivity, reticence as to value
judgement, and abstention from criticism is the dominant mood. Sol Saporta
has assured us that ‘terms like value, aesthetic purpose etc.’ are not available
to linguists. The proliferation of quantitative methods in the study of style, are
sufficient evidence. I, for one, am not disposed to dismiss these methods,
though I doubt their adequacy for some problems or refuse to consider them
the only panacea. (Wellek 1971: 71)

It is the role of a ‘buffer zone’ between linguistics and criticism, which has led sty-
listicians in Western Europe further and further away from issues like poetic im-
pact or aesthetic value, as noted by Wellek. I agree with Kathie Wales when she
says (above) that the most common material for stylistic studies is literature. But,
as I read these studies, I discover that one can apparently study literature as an ar-
tistic phenomenon, as belles lettres, and one can also study it regardless of its ar-
tistic value. In this way one can discover all sorts of grammatical peculiarities and
syntactical predilections, and swaddle them in state-of-the-art linguistic terminolo-
gy. But why are the texts under analysis good? Why did Golding win the Nobel
prize? What put generations of readers under the spell of T.S.Eliot? Questions con-
cerning valuative assessment of individual writers could be approached by the kind
of stylistics that regarded a literary text as a unique linguistic expression created
perfectly in accord with the aesthetic purport of the text. Instead, common stylistic
practice is to regard literary language as a deviation from a neutral, correct lin-
guistic standard. Such stylistics is an extension of linguistics into the sphere of li-
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terature, a perfectly justifiable undertaking that need not necessarily be viewed
with scepticism. Michael Halliday, for instance, is perfectly aware of his role as a
stylistician with relation to linguistics, and has no scruples about it:

It is part of the task of linguistics to describe texts; and all texts, including tho-
se, prose and verse, which fall within any definition of literature, are accessible
to the analysis by the existing methods of linguistics. (Halliday 1964: 302)

So much then for the ‘penetration’ of linguistics into the sphere of criticism. An ac-
count of the developments in the study of literary language would be incomplete if
we ignore the progress made in the opposite direction, i.e. the progress achieved by
criticism itself by way of making linguistics instrumental to its practices.

At the beginning and in the middle of the last century, a number of outstanding
European critics sought a wider application for linguistics as a tool of their trade.
They shared the feeling that the language of literature had been unduly neglected,
and that the atmosphere in criticism was too stuffy, exhibiting lax impressionism,
saucy biographism, chaotic chaining of fact, guess and comment, and other such
symptoms of decay.

T.S. Eliot launched an attack on the worn-out interpretational practices in
which, under the pretext of conveying insights into a work of verbal art, the critic
merely produced another fiction (Eliot 1933: 30). Eliot considered criticism legiti-
mate if it merely put the reader in possession of facts which he would otherwise
have missed (ibid.). The missing facts were to be found inside poetry itself, for po-
etry in some sense, has its own life... The feeling, or emotion, or vision resulting
from the poem is something different from the feeling, or emotion, or vision of the
poet (Eliot 1972: x). Eliot did not believe in biographical or historical explanations
of verbal art:

In my own experience of the appreciation of poetry I have always found that
the less I know about the poet and his work, before I begin to read it, the bet-
ter. (Eliot 1969: 237)

Approaching a work of poetry, Eliot thought of it in terms of language. It is particu-
larly significant in the context of the present work that Eliot devoted much attention
to the analysis of the language of drama. Eliot’s interest in drama was a natural deve-
lopment of his interest in English poetry and especially in Shakespeare:

All poetry tends towards drama and all drama tends towards poetry...Shake-
speare is a greater dramatist than Ibsen, not by being a greater dramatist, but
by being a greater poet. (Eliot 1972: 52)

If the statements above are little more than aphorisms, Eliot’s analysis of the Eng-
lish versions of classical Greek and Latin tragedies was a brilliant and tangible
example of what he meant by his appeal for a heightened awareness of language.
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With regard to drama, Eliot argued, among other things, that Seneca should have
been translated into English quite differently from the way in which the Ancient
Greeks had been translated, because the correlation between the verbal and
non-verbal aspects of the theatre in Greek drama was completely different from
the Latin tradition:

In Greek drama behind the drama of words is the drama of action, the timbre
of voice and voice, the uplifted hand or tense muscle, and the particular emo-
tion, /while/ in the plays of Seneca the drama is all in the word and the word
has no further reality behind it.... I mean that the beauty of phrase in Greek
tragedy is the shadow of a greater beauty – the beauty of thought and emotion.
In the tragedies of Seneca the center of value is shifted from what the persona-
ge says to the way in which he says it. Very often the value comes to being mere
smartness. Nevertheless, we must remember that ‘verbal’ beauty is still a kind
of beauty. (Eliot 1972: 68)

What T.S. Eliot urged his readers to remember – verbal beauty is still a kind of be-
auty – was a belief shared by many subsequent scholars and critics: the Russian
formalists, Roman Jakobson, the New Critics, etc. The particular context of
Eliot’s appeal, namely his investigation into the genre of drama, throws a signifi-
cant historical light on my own study, which is devoted to the same genre. I, too,
following T.S. Eliot, set out to persuade my readers that British post-war drama
can never be fully appreciated until we account for its verbal beauty.

Some years later, in 1940s, the appeal to concentrate on the language of litera-
ture came from the school of New Criticism. The New Critics resumed Eliot’s cam-
paign to turn criticism directly onto its object, a work of verbal art. They saw the
literary text as an integral whole, clearly distinct from its antecedents in the mind
of the author or in the social situation, as well as from its effect in society. This
brought the New Critics under cross-fire from established criticism, which accused
them of isolationism, formalism, esoteric aestheticism, of reducing criticism to the
level of a mere pedagogical explication de texte, and, worst of all, of making criti-
cism scientific. In fact the New Critics were not guilty of all of these ‘vices’. In 1946
Cleanth Brooks argued:

The critic obviously must know what the words of the poem mean, something
which immediately puts him in debt to the linguist (or rather the lexico-
grapher, OED, I might add); and since many of the words are proper nouns, in
debt to the historian as well. (As quoted in Wellek, 1971)

The historian, we note, is not forgotten here, but the extent to which Brooks is rea-
dy to put himself in debt to the linguist is limited, indeed confined, to OED. In The
Well-Wrought Urn published the following year Brooks demonstrated his ap-
proach in practice. He admittedly looked up the words of the poems in dictionaries
and produced, as a result, quite precise semantic elucidations of Shakespeare’s and
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Donne’s metaphors, but this contribution, in terms of method and linguistic scruti-
ny, was hardly an improvement on Eliot’s analysis of poetry. Brooks’ linguistic in-
sight was limited to semantics, lexicology and other related spheres concerned
with the meaning of words. The beauty expressed by other units of language and
language structure remained by and large beyond the scope of his vision.

Almost simultaneously with New Criticism there appeared another powerful
impulse in the study of the language of literature. This impulse was provided by the
outstanding Romance philologist Leo Spitzer. In his Linguistics and Literary
History (1963) Spitzer described his dissatisfaction with traditional education, in
which one could be taught French as if it were not the language of Frenchmen, or
French literature as if it were not written in French. Spitzer then began to search for
his own path in philology:

Now, if the best document of the soul of a nation is its literature, and since the
latter is nothing but its language as this is written down by select speakers, can
we perhaps not hope to grasp the spirit of a nation in the language of its out-
standing works of literature? (Spitzer 1963: 10)

The result at which he arrived was an investigation procedure he described as the
philologic circle. It was a pendulum movement between the minutiae of the text
and the interpretation. The scholar proceeded from the text to his general initial
impression, returned to the text for more empirical data, and moved forward again
for an improved and more substantiated interpretation: it was a philologically
applied step-by-step methodology, valid for any field of study. The circle concept
can easily be criticised for being too general, but that does not diminish the quality
of Spitzer’s practical application of this concept. In his works Spitzer exercised a
critical method in which linguistics and criticism entered into a unique symbiotic
relationship. Literature was part of his domain as a linguist, and the language of li-
terature was his premise as a critic. Linguistic consciousness was placed by Spitzer
at the bottom of a complex research structure which, in the long run, led the critic
toward the discussion of more abstract aesthetic matters. Spitzer saw stylistics as
an initial stage of criticism proper:

Aesthetic criticism cannot be exhausted by considerations of style; there is
aesthetics also in the plot, the fable of the poetic work. (Spitzer 1963: 33)

We should not overlook the ‘also’ in Spitzer’s phrase, for it implicitly shows that
the aesthetic potential of style, i.e. of verbal expression itself, was the cornerstone
of his vision of literature. In his own practice of critical analysis – above all, in his
exploration of Cervantes’ Don Quixote – solid linguistic substantiation of the ind-
ividual language of the given author was always conditio sine qua non.

Another milestone in the debate on the language of literature was Julia Kriste-
va’s monumental treatise La revolution du langage poétique (1973, English Edi-
tion 1984). In this highly original work she presented the problem of the language
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of literature from the Marxist materialist philosophical standpoint. Kristeva did
not share the critics’ fear of linguistics: on the contrary, she accused modern lin-
guists of neglecting literature (poetry). Kristeva opened her book by comparing
contemporary linguists to necrophiliacs:

Our philosophies of language, embodiments of the Idea, are nothing more
than the thoughts of archivists, archaeologists, and necrophiliacs. Fascinated
by the remains of a process which is partly discursive, they substitute this fe-
tish for what actually produced it. (Kristeva 1984: 13)

Kristeva’s own analysis of French poetry remains an instance of unsurpassed and
highly personalised insight, an enthusiastic exploration into the enunciational fi-
nesse, rhythm and music of the French tongue. The theoretical part of Kristeva’s
thesis presents her analysis of the reasons for modern linguistic trends failing to
have any relevance for a critical appreciation of literature, and this makes Kriste-
va’s work relevant in the present context.

Among Julia Kristeva’s examples of contemporary necrophiliac philosophies
of language was the celebrated Danish linguist Louis Hjelmslev. In Revolution in
Poetic Language Kristeva cites an abstract of Hjelmslevian reasoning in extenso:

we find that the chains
jeg ved det ikke (Danish)
I do not know (English)
je ne says pas (French)
..............
despite all their differences, have a factor in common, namely the meaning, the
thought itself. This meaning, so considered, exists provisionally as an amorp-
hous mass, an unanalyzed entity, which is defined only by its external func-
tions, namely its function to each of the linguistic sentences we have quoted...
Just as the same sand can be put into different molds, and the same cloud take
on ever new shapes, so also the same meaning is formed or structured dif-
ferently in different languages. (Hjelmslev 1953: 31,32)

This is just the kind of approach to language that has yielded a situation in which
linguistics can be applied better and more effectively to computers than to poets. In
poetry, the separation of mold and sand is neither justifiable nor desirable. Poetry
is what happens when mold and sand together form a higher, aesthetically-char-
ged, entity. Not only poetry or literature, but language in general is essentially a li-
ving, irrational phenomenon, full of play, ambiguity, undertones, etc., which
makes it impossible to exhaust it in terms of any mechanistic approach that separa-
tes form from content. It should be added that European linguistics today is over-
coming its fascination with abstract entities, like correct sentences, glosses etc.,
and is rediscovering the word in speech, context and communication: this will cle-
arly put stylistic issues on the linguistic agenda sooner or later.
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In its time, it was de Saussure’s idea of language as a game – especially the
game of chess – that contributed to turning linguists away from living speech and
confining them to language as a self-contained system. The same idea, paradoxi-
cally, led in the opposite direction, namely towards heightened language aware-
ness, in another branch of knowledge: philosophy. In philosophy, the recognition
of the rules that govern language led to the recognition of the distinction between
thought and expression and, in the end, to the recognition of the ability of langua-
ge to impose thoughts on people, a phenomenon which we find analysed in the
works of, first of all, L. Wittgenstein. (This is, of course, a very simplistic presenta-
tion of the matter; the interested reader can turn to, for instance, Roy Harris’s
thorough study Language, Saussure and Wittgenstein: How to Play Games with
Words, Routledge, 1989).

Awareness of language, and of what can be conveyed by language over and be-
yond the intended message of words, emerged in the twentieth century as a whole
new phase in the progress of the humanities, objectively caused by the logic of their
historical development and brought to the forefront of interdisciplinary debate as
a result of the personal zeal and energy of many outstanding scholars. Even a brie-
fest introduction of the individual achievement of Derrida (“there is nothing
outside the text”), Foucault (“all practices are informed by discourse”), as well as
of remarkable representatives of other sciences, from psychoanalysis via anthropo-
logy and ethnology to what is called ‘postcolonialism’ and ‘culture studies’ would
reach far beyond the limits of the present investigation. Suffice it to point out that
what we are going to focus on below is a part of a far greater project.

From this brief historical outline of the European context of the debate on the
language of literature, I will now turn to Russia, to a more detailed presentation of
the tradition of philological thinking that lies behind the present work.

Moulding the linguopoetic method in Russia: Roman Jakobson and Viktor
Vinogradov
One of the fundamental distinctions between Russia and the West in relation to the
study of language is that the Russians have remained philologists while their colle-
agues in the West have found themselves divided between strictly linguistic and
strictly literary domains, whence many of them have proceeded centrifugally be-
yond the limits of the Humanities, towards computationally and statistically orien-
ted research areas, on the one pole, and sociologically and ideologically tuned
ones, on the other.

The tradition of philological education and philological thinking in Russia is
directly relevant to the study of verbal art. Academic projects devoted to the study
of the language of literature thrive in Russia, nourished by a rich tradition of philo-
logical research. “Linguopoetic analysis”is one of the results of this philological
tradition. The concept of linguopoetics is best introduced through a survey of the
legacy of two outstanding Russian scholars: Roman Osipovich Jakobson
(1896-1982) and Viktor Vladimirovich Vinogradov (1895-1969).

As budding philologists, Jakobson and Vinogradov might have met in Mo-
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scow or St. Petersburg, but there is no evidence that this happened. Neither of the
scholars belonged to that section of the Russian intelligentsia that instantly rejec-
ted the results of the 1917 revolution. During the first years of Soviet power Jakob-
son lived in Moscow, actively partaking in the leftist avant-garde movement. In
1920 he became a professor of Russian at the Moscow Higher Drama School, a
position which has a certain symbolic value in the context of the present dramatic
study, but, soon after this appointment, he was sent to Czechoslovakia as a mem-
ber of a Soviet diplomatic mission. Jakobson’s decision to live abroad was born in
the following years, dictated by reasons of a mixed academic-private-political na-
ture. During the 1920s and 1930s Jakobson was active as the founder of the fa-
mous Prague circle. When the war began he worked at a number of European
universities for more or less short periods, until he joined the wave of emigrés
wishing to escape to the USA. In America Jakobson found his second fatherland,
whence he voiced his appeal for the language-conscious study of literature.

In 1917 Vinogradov was in Moscow too, and he decided to stay there. He be-
came a prolific scholar and the head of many philological institutions. In his works
Vinogradov voiced the same appeal as Jakobson for active scholarship and the
transcendence of narrow disciplinary borders, but from behind the Iron Curtain
his chances of being heard internationally were few. It is almost certain that,
among all the readers of these lines for whom the name of Jakobson rings a bell,
very few will have any recollection of the name of his Soviet colleague.

Roman Jakobson became interested in the language of poetry while still a stu-
dent. He came into close contact with modernist Russian poets, such as the
well-known Velimir Khlebnikov, who experimented with composing lyrics of
sounds and syllables. Another strong impulse for Jakobson’s research was his own
work as a translator of poetry and editor of poetry translations. Work undertaen
by the Formalist circles – of whose Moscow wing Jakobson was an active partici-
pant – further promoted Jakobson’s interest in the language of literature.

However, Jakobson’s seminal theoretical articles on the subject were first
written at the end of the 1950s. Linguistics and Poetics was originally a lecture de-
livered to the Conference on Style at Indiana University in 1958. Jakobson started
the lecture with the following statement:

Since linguistics is the global science of verbal structure, poetics may be regar-
ded as an integral part of linguistics. (Jakobson 1960: 19)

To develop this idea, Jakobson presented the general scheme of a verbal act. Ac-
cording to his thesis, there are six components in every verbal act:

Content
Message

Addresser......Addressee
Contact
Code
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Consequently, the functions of the language, all of which form the domain of lin-
guistics, can be presented as a parallel structure:

Referential
Poetic

Emotive..........Conative
Phatic
Metalingual

The “poetic function” thus corresponds to the “message”. Jakobson defines it in
the following way:

The set (Einstellung) toward the message as such, focus on the message for its
own sake, is the poetic function of language. This function cannot be producti-
vely studied out of touch with the general problems of language, and, on the
other hand, the scrutiny of language requires a thorough consideration of poe-
tic function. (Ibidem: 25)

In other words, the study of the poetic function of language belongs objectively to
the domain of linguistics, and the necessity to unite linguistic and poetic studies is
mutual: a full poetic analysis should comprise the linguistic aspect, and the scruti-
ny of language should comprise poetic material. Naturally, in setting out to ex-
plain the way in which the language of literature should be analysed, Jakobson
puts particular emphasis on what he believes to have been so far neglected in criti-
cism, namely the awareness of grammar and linguistic structure:

The poetic resources concealed in the morphological and syntactic structure of
language, – briefly, the poetry of grammar, and its literary product, the gram-
mar of poetry, – have been seldom known to critics and mostly disregarded by
linguists but skillfully mastered by creative writers. (Ibidem: 47)

Jakobson’s articles abound in ‘readings’ of extracts from poetic sources belonging
to different ages and written in different languages. Among his English examples is
his interpretation of The Raven by Poe. Jakobson’s explication of this poem is a
true masterpiece of linguistic insight:

The never ending stay of the grim guest is expressed by a chain of ingenious
paronomasias, partly inversive, as we would expect from such a deliberate ex-
perimenter in anticipatory, regressive ‘modus operandi’, such a master in ‘wri-
ting backwards’ as Edgar Allan Poe. In the introductory line of the concluding
stanza, “raven”, contiguous to the bleak refrain word “never”, appears once
more as an embodied mirror image of this “never”: /n.v.r./ – /r.v.n./. Salient
paronomasias interconnect both emblems of the everlasting despair, first “the
Raven, never flitting”, at the beginning of the very last stanza, and second, in
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its very last lines the “shadow that lies floating on the floor” and “shall be lif-
ted – nevermore”...The alliterations which struck Valéry build a paronomastic
string: /stí.../ – /sít.../ – /stí.../ – /sít.../. The invariance of the group is particular-
ly stressed by the variation in its order. The two luminous effects in the chiaro-
scuro – the “ fiery eyes” of the black fowl and the lamplight throwing “his
shadow on the floor” – are evoked to add the gloom of the whole picture and
are again bound by the vivid effect of paronomasias... “That shadow that lies
/láyz/” pairs with the Raven’s “eyes” /áyz/ in an impressively misplaced echo
rhyme. (Ibidem: 43,44)

Another English example cited by Jakobson comes from Shakespeare’s Julius Cae-
sar. Here Jakobson draws attention to the refrain of Mark Antony’s famous speech
at Caesar’s funeral. Jakobson notices that every time Mark Antony repeats the li-
nes Caesar was ambitious...he was an honorable man, he changes the conjunction
that connects the two parts of the refrain:

Casual ‘for’, adversative ‘but’, merely copulative ‘and’, concessive ‘yet’ and fi-
nally, a modal ‘sure’ – and hereby the statement referring to the Brutus’s ho-
nor ceases to justify the allegation that Caesar was ambitious. Brutus as an
honorable man is put into question and made subject to doubt.(...)
The main dramatic force of Antony’s exordium to the funeral oration for Cae-
sar is achieved by Shakespeare’s playing on grammatical categories and con-
structions. Mark Antony lampoons Brutus’s speech by changing the alleged
reasons for Caesar’s assassination into plain linguistic fictions. (Ibidem: 47)

In the article Linguistics and Poetics Jakobson also proposes the empirical lin-
guistic criterion of the poetic function. According to Jakobson,

the poetic function projects the principle of equivalence from the axis of selec-
tion into the axis of combination. (Ibidem: 27)

In other words, poetry is what happens when neighbouring (i.e. combined) units
are equated: sound quality in rhyming, stress or absence of stress in versification,
meaning or meaning elements in metaphor, syntactic units in rhetorical paralle-
lism, etc. The novelty of this statement lies, essentially, in ‘stretching’ the principle
of poetic equation to all language: sound, grammar, lexicon and syntax. The pur-
pose of bringing together, repeating the same sound, the same grammatical form,
the same syntactic structure, etc., is, according to Jakobson, the creation of a new
poetic meaning:

In a sequence in which similarity is superimposed on contiguity, two similar
phonemic sequences near to each other are prone to assume a paronomastic
function. Words similar in sound are drawn together in meaning. (Ibidem: 43)
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From this quotation a transition can be made to the second seminal theoretical ar-
ticle by Jakobson: Poetry of Grammar and Grammar of Poetry. Written a year af-
ter Linguistics and Poetics, and for another conference – the International
Conference of Poetics in Warsaw, 1960 – this second paper exploits the same me-
talanguage and develops the same ideas:

/In poetry/ any noticeable reiteration of the same grammatical concept beco-
mes an effective poetic device. Any unbiased, attentive, exhaustive, total de-
scription of the selection, distribution and interrelation of diverse
morphological classes and syntactic constructions in a given poem surprises
the examiner himself by unexpected, striking symmetries and antisymmetries,
balanced structures, efficient accumulation of equivalent forms and salient
contrasts, finally by rigid restrictions in the repertory of morphologic and syn-
tactic constituents used in the poem, eliminations which, on the other hand,
permit us to follow the masterly interplay of the actualised constituents.(...)
Among grammatical categories utilised for parallelisms and contrasts we actu-
allyfind all the parts of speech, both mutable and immutable: numbers, cases,
genders, grades, tenses, aspects, moods, voices, classes of abstract and concre-
te words, animates and inanimates, appelatives and proper names, affirmati-
ves and negatives, finite and infinite verbal forms, definite and indefinite
pronouns and articles, and diverse syntactic elements and constructions. (Ibi-
dem: 93)

Finally, Jakobson formulates the ultimate aim of the analysis of the grammatical
texture of verbal art:

In the quest for a delineation of artistic trends and traditions, the analysis of
grammatical texture provides us with important clues, and, finally, we ap-
proach the vital question of how a poetic work exploits the extant inventory of
masterly devices for a new end and re-evaluates them in the light of their novel
tasks. (Ibidem: 97)

On this note Jakobson finishes the article, but his practical scrutiny of literature is
by no means confinded to that. Jakobson published numerous instances of his ana-
lysis written in the genre which he himself calls “reading”. A representative sample
of such “reading” is his analysis of Yeats’ Sorrow of Love (1925). It is a 38 page ar-
ticle, written in cooperation with S.Rudy (ibidem: 600-639). Jakobson begins by
considering the earlier versions of the poem before he introduces the final version,
on which he is going to focus:

The brawling of a sparrow in the eaves,
The brilliant moon and all the milky sky,
And all that famous harmony of leaves,
Had blotted up man’s image and his cry.
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A girl arose that had red mournful lips
And seemed the greatness of the world in tears,
Doomed like Odysseus and the labouring ships
And proud as Priam murdered with his peers;

Arose, and on the instant clamorous eaves,
A climbing moon upon an empty sky,
And all that lamentation of the leaves,
Could but compose man’s image and his cry.

Then Jakobson “reads” this poem, i.e. he accounts, in turn, for the functioning of
all linguistic categories within it. The account is presented in nineteen parts, and
even the inventory of these parts gives us a fair idea of Jakobson’s procedure:

I.Introduction.
II.Text and variants.
III.Composition.
IV.Grammar.
V.-Ing forms.
VI.Nouns.
VII. Pronominal Attributes.
VIII.Postpositive Attributes.
IX.Pronouns.
X.Adverbs.
XI.Articles.
XII.Connectives.
XIII.Finite Verbs.
XIV.Coordination and Subordination of Clauses.
XV.Predication.
XVI.Sounds.
XVII.Verse pattern.
XVIII.Constructive principles.
XIX.Semantic correspondences.

Many a critic may feel repelled by the idea of dissecting a beautiful poem according
to formal grammatical morphological criteria. Jakobson’s aim, however, was not
to appal critics, but to demonstrate to them the possibilities of critical insight
which can only be opened by way of a meticulous linguistic “delineation” of the
poem. Having considered Sorrow of Love category by category Jakobson achieves
a deeper understanding of the way in which this poem exerts such a strong emotio-
nal impact on the reader:

It is against the background of the manifest grammatical symmetry underlying
and uniting the three quatrains – and this symmetry is indeed supreme in SL
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1925 – that the significant individuality of each stanza in the dramatic compo-
sition of the entire poem gains a particular potency and eloquence. The dis-
tinct and thematically related features which differentiate single quatrains,
their distichs, and single lines are achieved either through appreciable devia-
tions from the predominant morphological and syntactic matrices or through
the filling of these matrices with semantically divergent lexical and phraseolo-
gical constituents. (Ibid: 606)

So much then, for Jakobson’s ‘poetry of grammar’. Jakobson’s view of the langua-
ge of literature was predetermined by the fact that he was a linguist, a polyglot and
an enthusiast for the study of sound patterning in versification. Jakobson’s collea-
gue Viktor. V. Vinogradov was neither a linguist, nor a polyglot, nor an enthusiast
of versification. Vinogradov himself always described his work as ‘linguistically
grounded literary stylistics’. Vinogradov defined poetics in the following way:

Poetics is the science of forms, kinds, devices and modes of verbal creation, of
structural types and genres of literary works. We study the issues of structural
organisation of works of verbal art as philologists-linguists, and we are there-
fore interested in that direction of research which can be provisionally defined
as ‘linguistic poetics’ or ‘linguopoetics’. (Vinogradov 1963: 96)

We can see that Vinogradov, quite independently of Jakobson, arrives at the same
concept: linguistic poetics. Though Vinogradov understands “linguistic poetics”
differently from Jakobson, the two scholars have the following crucial point in
common: we study the issues of structural organisation of the works of verbal art
from the philological-linguistic standpoint.

Vinogradov shared Jakobson’s conviction regarding the aesthetic potential of
all elements of grammatical structure, as used in belles lettres. Everything is imagi-
nary in literature, and everything can become an image:

It is evident that a poetic image – be it phonetic, grammatic or lexical-seman-
tic – comprises in potential the dynamics of its own syntactical-compositional
development. (Vinogradov 1963: 144)
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This means that any language element can acquire a special significance, or conno-
tation, in literature. It would be even more correct to say that in literature everyt-
hing is connotative, everything is included in the genesis of the total impact of a
literary text: even a single sound can play a great role, if adequately brought out by
the structure of the text.

Vinogradov’s own critical analysis of literature was invariably based on solid
linguistic argumentation. He considered the application of modern linguistic tools
in literary-critical studies as the most urgent task of stylistics. During the last three
decades of his life Vinogradov published his studies of the language of almost the
entire corpus of classical Russian literature: Avvakuum, Dostoyevskij, Gogol,
Pushkin, Turgenev, Akhmatova, Chekhov etc. Vinogradov did not produce a full
linguistic mapping of his authors’ texts category by category, but dwelt on those
details of language structure which were responsible for the creation of the particu-
lar author’s spirit. For instance, Chekhov’s melancholic, mildly humorous and in-
timate tone, much loved and all too frequently imitated by later Russian authors,
was shown by Vinogradov to rely upon certain predilections in language use,
which were evocative in the Russian ear. Among other things, Chekhov exploited
the singing quality of certain Russian conjunctions in an opening position in the
sentence. Chekhov was also sensitive to the impact of the reflexive forms of Russi-
an verbs denoting thinking and feeling (something like *it felt itself, as if...*),
which he frequently employed to depict landscapes.

Vinogradov’s interest in practical literary criticism was fully matched by his
enthusiasm for theoretical issues. Among his treatises on the subject are The Pro-
blem of Authorship and the Theory of Style (Moscow, 1961), On the Language of
Literature (1959), and two volumes of selected essays: On the Theory of Literary
Speech (Moscow, 1971) and on the Language of Literary Prose (Moscow, 1980).
Vinogradov was greatly dissatisfied with the way in which linguistics was applied
to literature by some schools of criticism, in particular, by Formalism, and specifi-
cally by Roman Jakobson in his “readings”. Vinogradov accused Formalism of
emphasising a dead, abstract linguistics of outward forms with no philosophy or
respect for the individual, the aesthetic, and the social elements in verbal art. He
criticised Jakobson most strongly for the latter’s disregard of the paramount, indis-
soluble unity of all elements within literary texts. A literary work, Vinogradov
stressed, is never a number of formal constituents. A literary work is always an en-
tity grown from the totality of its constituents.

To say that a poem is composed from the start is the same as to say that a baby
is conceived from its head. A poem is created at once as a whole. (Vinogradov
1963: 155)
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Vinogradov strongly disapproved of Jakobson’s thesis that poetics is a part of lin-
guistics. In his book on The Language of Literature Vinogradov wrote that at-
tempts to explain the impact of verbal art exclusively in terms of language
structure were futile, for they amounted to separating verbal art from its aesthetic
nature. Vinogradov pointed out that many of the issues that concern poetics can-
not be approached in purely linguistic terms. Vinogradov searched for the possibi-
lities of combining linguistic and literary critical approaches in the study of
literature, and warned against regarding the study of literary language as a kind of
public backyard, in which linguists and critics give way to sheer rivalry, devoid of
any consistent methodology. Vinogradov believed that the study of the language of
literature deserved recognition as a philological discipline in its own right and that
the correlation of literary and linguistic methods within this discipline could be
brought into harmony and order:

In the sphere of poetics the methods of linguistic investigation interbreed with
the literary critical ones, the former enriching the latter. Such issues as correla-
tion between the ideological-thematic aspects of a work of verbal art, its struc-
ture as a speech event, compositional soldering and coupling of its parts into
an artistic entity, the development of artistic time perspective in the course of
fictional action, etc. all demand a complex approach which should be both lin-
guistic and literary critical. The specific value of linguistic analysis consists in a
meticulous and comprehensive interpretation of the text and of the way it re-
verberates contemporary culture, daily life, literary art and current social issu-
es. As for literary critical analysis, it operates more with realia and evidence of
social-political history, national and social psychology, history of ideological
struggle in the society; it also uses parallels from the other kinds of art, especi-
ally from painting. (Vinogradov 1963: 186)
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For Vinogradov the work of verbal art was important as an instance of speech, rat-
her than as a manifestation of language. He regarded belles lettres as an act of uni-
que, creative self-expression on the part of an individual (of course, taking place
within a certain context in terms of epoch, genre and specific national cultural her-
itage). He did not approve of the school of thought that viewed literature as an act
of an impersonal linguistic ‘self’, performing within the premises of its own struc-
ture. Vinogradov insisted, therefore, that the raison d’être of the interpretation of a
work of verbal art must be first and foremost “the uniqueness” of this work, i.e. its
individual spirit, individual combination of content and form, individual style.
Only after that should the interpreter seek to contribute to the knowledge of natio-
nal literary language in general.

From sound through the mediating steps (of syllable, sound combination,
structural-linguistic and compositional-stylistic morpheme, word, word com-
bination, verse line, etc.) up to paragraph, stanza and larger parts of a li-
terary-artistic whole – all these various speech constructions are structural
units and entities within a complex verbal-artistic composition. The aim of
stylistics of verbal art is to reveal – by way of an adequate analysis – regulariti-
es and devices of stylistic organisation of a work of verbal art, to characterise
and define its author’s individual style, the individual originality in the
build-up of a literary school, etc. In this way the literary stylistics of this or
that national literature is created. (Vinogradov 1963: 79)

Gradually Vinogradov developed his concept of the word as a central unit for the
investigation of literary language. The word, like the double-faced Janus, belongs
to two domains, the domain of speech and the domain of language. Vinogradov in-
sisted that the study of the language of literature should focus on the magic trans-
formations which take place in the word in belles lettres. The word behaves
differently in verbal art from the way in which it behaves in any other kind of
speech:
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The word in a work of literature outwardly coincides with the word in the
correspondent national language system, the former being based on the lat-
ter’s meaning. However, it refers not only to the national language and experi-
ence of the activity of a people reverberated in this national language, but also
to that world of reality that is artistically created or recreated in the given
work of literature. The word is a construction element in the work of litera-
ture, and it is correlated with the other elements of its construction or compo-
sition. That is why the word is double-faceted in its semantic orientation and
in this sense, an image. Its semantic structure is broadened and enriched with
that artistic-expressive ‘surplus’ of meaning, which is developed within the sy-
stem of an integral aesthetic object. (Vinogradov 1963: 125)

The pivotal concept in Vinogradov’s linguistically grounded stylistics was, howe-
ver, not the concept of the word, but the concept of “the author’s image”. The aut-
hor’s image is understood here as the ego adopted by a writer in a literary work.
Vinogradov thought that the observation of what is happening with words or ot-
her language units in fiction can only bring results when it is undertaken with the
purpose of answering the question so what? By proposing his category of ‘the aut-
hor’s image’ Vinogradov intended to elevate the study of literary language from a
blind enumeration of grammatical facts (“what?”) to a conscious assessment of
the adequacy of language to the aesthetic intention of the author (“so what?”).

In ‘the image of the author’, in its speech structure, all the qualities and peculi-
arities of a given work of verbal art are unified: distributions of light and sha-
dow with the help of expressive verbal devices; transitions from one kind of
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narration to another; play of verbal colours and their combinations; mode of
evaluation expressed through choice of words and phrases and through a par-
ticular syntactic movement. (Vinogradov 1971: 23)

In fact the question of the author has always been at the centre of the debate on the
language of literature, either latently or explicitly, either as a Holy Grail or as a
scapegoat. For many West European critics and philosophers the ultimate aim in
concentration on the text was nothing else than the elimination of its author: it
even used to be fashionable to talk about the death of the author (Barthes) in scho-
larly literature (this phenomenon is thoroughly investigated in S. Burke’s The De-
ath and Return of the Author. Edinburgh, 1992). In Russian criticism the author in
the personal, biographical sense, as an entity detached from its work, was never
even born, so to speak. Nevertheless, the concept of ‘the image of the author’ as an
intrinsic element of the text itself has attracted many of the most influential Russi-
an minds, from Belinskij and Dobrolubov in the 19th century to Bakhtin, Lokh-
man and many others in the 20th century. Vinogradov, in full accord with the
Russian tradition, also resorted to the image of the author. The image of the author
was the philosophical-philological category that enabled Vinogradov to solve his
own and many other philologists’ dilemma concerning the choice between the em-
pirical studies of verbal material and the investigation into a unique creative spirit
which produces this very ‘verbal material’ as a living, complete, imaginary world:
the world of fiction.

Moscow university in the 1980s: campaigning for linguopoetics
The basic tenets of the Russian philological school during the Soviet period were
formulated in terms of Marxist materialist dialectics:

Materialist dialectics views language as a natural semiological system, the ba-
sic means of communication. Language is indissolubly connected with thin-
king, society, culture and cognition. Language exists in and through speech
and knows no other form of existence. Marxist dialectics teaches us to study
all facts of language in their multiform and multifarious ontology, the unity
and struggle of opposites being the basic general law in accordance with which
nature, society and language develop. The following methodological prin-
ciples are of primary importance for linguistic research proper: the dialectical
unity of form and content, the inseparable unity of language (lange) and spe-
ech (parole), oral and written forms of language, synchrony and diachrony.
(“Methods of Linguistic Research”, ed. by O. Akhmanova, 1988: 10)

Conscious of its philosophical basis the official Soviet linguistic school resisted
participation in the Western nomenclature of trends and directions. Nonetheless,
the Soviet school recognised its indebtedness to the legacy of de Saussure and its
closeness to structuralism. However, Marxist dialectics demanded a broader and
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more flexible view of language than the one acceptable within Saussurean limits,
hence the affinity of Soviet linguistics with the functional and semiotic wings of its
Western counterpart:

The proponents of the structuralist approach believe that everything in langu-
age is based on oppositions. In this way they equate a natural human language
with an ordinary, simple semiological system.(...) But language is not a ratio-
nal system. It is irrational, living and natural. There is all the difference in the
world between seeing and understanding the place and role of structural rela-
tions in the language and proclaiming oneself to be a structuralist. This is espe-
cially true of words. The word is a dialectical unity of form and content. For the
word to mean something it is not at all necessary that there should be an opposi-
tion. If we turn to word-combinations it is even less possible to explain their
meanings through oppositions: ‘hard frost’ is not opposed to ‘soft frost’, or
‘heavy traffic’ to ‘light traffic’. For a philologist who wants to gain a deeper in-
sight into the true nature of language, structuralist methods and principlesappe-
ar to be inadequate and superficial. (“Methods of Linguistic Research”: 86-87)

We could say that linguistics in Russia never became an exact science, at least not
in the “necrophiliac” sense discussed by Julia Kristeva (above). Given its philo-
sophical-methodological basis, it is quite natural that the unification of the ultima-
te formal part of philology (linguistics proper) with its ultimate ideological part
(poetics) has always been within the general perspective. If indeed there exists a di-
alectical unity of form and content, then, the impact of a work of verbal art is the
product of its linguistic structure – sound, morphology, vocabulary, syntax – as
much as it is the product of its literary structure – plot, composition, characters,
idea, moral, narrator’s ego, author’s personality, societal context, etc. A conscien-
tious analysis of a work of verbal art should therefore include the analysis of its lin-
guistic features on a par with a traditional literary critical analysis.

Such an approach aspires to avoid putting linguistic methods in “competition”
with those of literary criticism and instead seeks to establish a complementary rela-
tionship between them: it is not either bigraphy or grammar, but both. Those li-
terary critical trends or individual scholars in the West who include close stylistic
and semantic investigation in their critical analysis of verbal art are actually mo-
ving in the “right” direction, seen from a linguopoetic standpoint. However,
during the time that Western linguistics concentrated exclusively on matters of
syntax, those literary critics who included elements of grammatical and semantic
analysis in their work could even use their success as a proof that linguistics had
nothing to do with literature (see, for instance, Martin, 1981). In Russia, on the
contrary, the study of words as the bearers of both grammar and imagery naturally
inspired scholars to go further and involve other levels of language structure in
their investigation of literature.

At the beginning of the 1980s, the fruitful study of the word in its immediate
linguistic context, i.e. the morphological build-up, lexical syntagm, collocation
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etc., inspired a number of Moscow university anglicists involved in the seminars
led by Professor Svetlana G.Ter-Minasova and Professor Velta J. Zadornova to
propose that a new discipline be established whose special task it would be to find
a way of making linguistics instrumental in literary critical studies. Seeing their
own efforts as a continuation of the work started by Jakobson, Vinogradov and a
number of other Russian philologists, Moscow university scholars did not consi-
der it necessary to invent a new label for what they were doing, but returned to the
extant term: linguopoetics. In 1991, with Velta J.Zadorvova’s doctoral thesis The
Literary Text and its Translation into Different Languages as the Subject for Lin-
guopoetic Investigation, linguopoetics received its first comprehensive theoretical
treatment. The special value of this work lies in the presentation of linguopoetics
as a discipline with a clearly defined subject, aim and place among other philologi-
cal disciplines. Because 1991 was the year in which the Soviet Union ceased to
exist, Zadornova’s thesis became a document of considerable historical value. It
was one of the last manifestations of a philological school confident of its own rich
tradition but internationally isolated and unknown. Many of those who were on
the staff of the English Institute at Moscow University in 1970s and 1980s found
themselves spread far and wide in subsequent years and were left to their own devi-
ces in foreign academic surroundings. Zadornova’s thesis remains for such scho-
lars (and I am one of them) a reliable and inspiring guide to the tenets of the
Moscow school vis-à-vis linguopoetics. As a starting point, what is linguopoetics?

Linguistic poetics is a philological discipline that deals only with works of ver-
bal art, thus singling literature out from the whole range of functional styles of
speech. (...) The subject of linguopoetics as a special branch of philology is the
totality of language devices which are exploited in a work of verbal art and
with the help of which the author creates an aesthetic impact that implements
his ideologic-artistic intention. (...) The aim of linguopoetic analysis is to ans-
wer the question of how this or that language unit (word, word-combination,
syntactic structure) is exploited by the author in the process of literary crea-
tion, how this or that particular combination of language devices brings about
certain aesthetic effects. (Zadornova 1989: 6)
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Zadornova points out that linguopoetics should be elevated to the status of a dis-
cipline, something cardinally different from accidental linguistic observations on
the part of some critics or from the scattered use of literary material in some lin-
guistic studies. In linguopoetics, the heart of the campaign, which Zadornova
champions in her work, is to gather these arbitrary practices under one roof and
outline an integral, fully-fledged field of philological exploration. Linguopoetics is
put forward as a methodologically consistent approach to the interpretation of li-
terature in which linguistic argumentation is no longer an episode or a matter of
personal inclination on the part of the researcher, but represents the core of the ar-
gument.

The definition of linguistic poetics adduced above also illuminates another in-
tricate issue, namely the correlation between linguopoetics and stylistics and/or
linguostylistics. For stylisticians, verbal art is a style among other styles of speech
and aesthetic impact is one of many possible effects of a text: it is a broader field
than linguopoetics. At the same time the linguopoetic scale of analysis stretches
much further than the stylistic one, bridging, as it were, the minutiae of language
structure and the image of the author of the given work of art. Whereas stylistics
stretches wide, linguopoetics reaches deep.

The cornerstone of the linguopoetic approach is the concept of “the poetic
word”, i.e. word as used in the work of verbal art:

The word enters literary discourse carrying all its original lexical, grammatical
and structural properties as well as its valency and other linguistic features; it
retains also its central communicative function: to generalize real facts of life
and name them. But when it becomes an element in a work of verbal art it ac-
quires new properties, which it did not possess before, such as, for example,
the ability to establish semantic relations with distantly placed language units,
the ability to have several meanings in a single usage, the ability to borrow
emotional-valuative components of meaning from the syntactical structure
and from the immediate lexical surroundings, etc. The word grows extraordi-
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narily capacious, its informative possibilities multiply, the work of verbal art,
over and above its meaning and idea, acquires also a certain emotional-aesthe-
tic and artistic value. (Kukharenko 1973: 15,16)

The next question we must ask concerns the routine or the method of linguopoetic
analysis. How does the scholar tackle the practice of linguopoetics? The answer to
this question is not at all a simple one. The linguopoetic approach demands specifi-
city rather than uniformity: if we analyse the language of Shakespeare using the
same tools and following the same routines as we do in the case of Golding, it is
most probable that what we are doing is not linguopoetics. A work of verbal art is
a unique living world and not merely a system or a structure: to tackle this presents
a special challenge to the researcher:

Literature is the work of men who were specially sensitive to the language of
their time and who used the skill of language to make permanent their vision
of life. They manipulated language to make it contain a unique series of ex-
periences and interpretations. That, surely, is enough reason for bringing
every available scholarly skill to bear on its elucidation. (Chapman 1986: 5)

Indeed, a linguistically minded exploration of works of verbal art can hardly be
presented as the method, or even a method. The very concept of ‘method’ may be
somewhat misplaced here. A method in general can be defined in the following
way:

The method of science is just the overall pattern of scientific research. The sci-
entific research is, then, made up of the scientific method and of the goal of sci-
ence. A method is a procedure for handling a set of problems. Every kind of
problem requires a set of special methods or techniques. (Bunge 1963: 8)

Of course, some works of literature, and even literature in its entirety, can be seen
as a set of problems to be handled by the same procedure, but that is not what is es-
sentially interesting about literature. Every new work of verbal art is more inter-
esting by its uniqueness and the uniqueness of our understanding of it, than by
what characterises it as ‘a set’. Every new work of verbal art necessarily demands
that the procedure of handling should be delicately adapted to it, modified, narro-
wed down, broadened or even broken for its sake.

The existing practical achievements in the field of linguopoetics show three
possible lines of inquiry or three possible angles of linguopoetic interpretation of a
work of verbal art. First of all a text of verbal art in its integrity can be subjected to
an overall linguistic description: this is what Soviet philologists called textological
analysis. Some of Jacobson’s readings of poems and proverbs serve as examples of
this kind of linguopoetic analysis. Then, the scholar can employ the method of the-
matic ‘slicing and splicing’, more practical with larger segments of text. Thus, in
one of the chapters of The Well-wrought Urn (1947) in which Brooks discusses the
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clothes imagery in Macbeth, he is undertaking this kind of slicing and splicing. Fi-
nally, the focus of a linguopoetic study may be a language unit. Usually this would
be the word, but it can also be a grammatical category, like Tense and Case in Hal-
liday’s famous analysis of The Inheritors (1971) or it may be a syntactic unit, like
sentence in Ohmann’s interpretation of Hemingway and Faulkner (1969), or it can
even be a sound, as in some of Jakobson’s explications of Russian proverbs (Selec-
ted Writings, Volume “Linguistics and Poetics”, 1969). When a linguopoetic study
is focused on the word as a language unit, it means the analysis concentrates on the
special behaviour of the word in verbal art. The linguopoetic angle of research pre-
supposes that the word is observed on different language levels, for the word can
function and produce an aesthetic impact as a sound combination, a morphologic
structure, a grammatical form, a lexeme, an element of a word combination, a syn-
tactic function and a communicative unit.

There is no mechanical interdependence between the size of the text under an-
alysis and the angle of its linguopoetic investigation. Recurring items and interwo-
ven themes can be studied in short poems and, on the other hand, great novels can
be interpreted according to ‘overall’ textual analysis; a famous example of the lat-
ter being undoubtedly Nabokov’s four volumes on Alexander Pushkin’s Eugene
Onegin. My own study of five post-war British plays will necessarily embrace and
attempt to balance all the linguopoetic approaches enumerated above. A certain
thematic ‘slicing and splicing’ of the material will be inevitable, since in drama ut-
terances are necessarily repeated in order to better convey the oral verbal message
from the stage. Nevertheless, an exclusive focus on the itemts that are reiterated –
be they tea-table phrases, forms of address, dialogues about society or soliloquies
about loneliness – would mean reducing the potential of the material. Patterns are
frequently established in dramatic dialogue with the very purpose of making a
single, but striking deviation as impressive as possible. What is really important is
that each individual play is regarded as an intergal whole, with the angle of vision
and routine of the investigation correlated with and adjusted to the spirit of the
particular work under analysis, or, rather – to the spirit of its author. For it is the
author who, as was already pointed out in the previous section, is the ultimate
point with the whole investigation.

An outstanding Russian scholar in the field of the language of literature, A.V.
Chicherin, wrote as follows:
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Groping for new ways (in linguopoetics), many scholars find themselves cap-
tured by the method of ‘observations’, they thread facts that are not united by
any art-critical – and in that sense also philosophical – perspective, that are not
enlightened by a deep understanding of style... In many scholarly works the
poetic language is studied not as a unique speech structure belonging to one
inimitable writer, but as the result of a thorough, almost impersonal polishing.
Literary critical study of the language of literature should lead one into the
profundity of the creative spirit of the writer, into the originality of his
thought, into the very essence of his ideas. (Chicherin 1985: 79-80)

An important point which has so far remained unexplored is the fact that all Russi-
an philologists, irrespective of the schools and generations to which they belong,
see literature as an altogether different calling from the writing of academic theses,
newspaper articles, cookery books or travel guides. They consider it completely
appropriate to elaborate methods which consider literature and nothing but litera-
ture.Western criticism, text analysis and stylistics seek to present literature as part
of the overall language reality constituted by the totality of all possible speech regi-
sters. Literature, according to this school of thought, does not constitute a specific
kind of text (see, for example, V.H. Pedersen, 1988, pp. 72-79). This line of deve-
lopment reflects, among other things, the development of Western literature itself,
which is moving from fiction to faction, integrating non-poetic elements on an
ever-growing scale. At the same time, various non-fictional genres in the West in-
corporate more and more of the traditional devices of ‘literary’ verbal expressive-
ness. In Russia such mutual integration of non-fictional texts and verbal art is, at
least so far, much less pronounced. The best of Russian criticism seeks therefore to
follow the best of Russian literature in its flight towards aesthetic, spiritual, mysti-
cal and even religeous spheres. Some historians of criticism suggest that this may
be a reaction against communist dominated reality. I believe, however, that this
would represent a gross overestimation of the significance of communists to most
Russian people. (For more on this debate, see, for example, R. Wellek A History of
Modern Criticism Volume 7. Yale University Press 1991) Since spiritual entities
are unique, Russian scholars believe that it is perfectly acceptable to work out met-
hods which are suited to the analysis of only one spirit. There are whole schools of
criticism in Russia which operate from the starting point of one specific genre, one
specific author, one specific work. The genesis of Jakobson as a scholar is, for
example, inseparable from the Russian avant-garde (especially, futurist) poetry of
the beginning of the century. There are other literary critical and theoretical ap-
proaches elaborated with the point of departure in single authors, like Pushkin,
Gogol, Chekhov... The best known case in the West would undoubtedly be Mik-
hail Bakhtin, whose two critical studies – of Rabelaise and of Dostoyevsky – are as
unlike each other as Rabelaise and Dostyesvky’s own books. Though the results of
Bakhtin’s quest are unique, his starting point is fairily typical of a Russian philolo-
gist. At the beginning of his book on Dostoevsky’s poetics Bakhtin dismisses pre-
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vious criticism for treating this great writer as a philosopher, historian, journalist,
psychologist and even a psychotic case. Then he defines the domain of his own re-
search:

The present book is devoted to problems of Dostoyevskiy’s poetics, and surve-
ys his work from that viewpoint only.
We consider Dostoyevsky to be one of the greatest innovators in the realm of
artistic form. (...)
Critics are apt to forget that Dostoevsky is first and foremost an artist (of a
special type, to be sure), and not a philosopher or a publicist. (Bakhtin 1984:
3-9)

A writer is an artist and not a philosopher or a publicist. Literary language is an ar-
tistic medium, i.e. it has its own value, its own significance. It may well be that a li-
terary work has an interesting story, or a thought-provoking philosophy, but as
long as we only discuss these stories and philosophies and forget to account for the
form, the medium which made us feel so moved, interested, provoked or agitated,
we do not do full justice to what is essential in this literary work. Why do people
debate ethical issues concerning Tolstoy’s Karenina or Dostoevsky’s Raskolnikov
as if these were real people? This is a far more important question than the
question of their ethical positions. If literature were essentially the same kind of
text as non-fiction, novels would be as short-lived as newspaper articles. If litera-
ture were judged by the same criteria as newspaper articles, millions of Russian
readers would have hated Nabokov instead of loving him, as is in fact the case; for
he is a great Russian writer. It is equally true that any non-literary publication may
exploit devices of expressiveness, but the resulting finery would never become the
basis of an ultimate value-oriented aesthetic assessment of this publication: indeed,
it would simply never occur to anybody to undertake such an assessment of, say,
university regulations, court reports etc. Literary devices may be there aplenty, but
that alone does not constitute the artistic nature of a speech event, a set (Einstel-
lung) toward the message as such, focus on the message for its own sake, as Jakob-
son defined the poetic function of language.

This focus on the artistic nature of literature, this striving to estasblish special
approaches and methods of analysis, which do full justice to the essential aesthetic
quality of verbal art, is the very heart of Russian philological thinking.

From Moscow State University to the University of Copenhagen:
transplanting a method
The transfer of the present research project from the University of Moscow to the
University of Copenhagen was originally dictated by considerations irrelevant to
linguistics. Nevertheless, my decision to resume and complete the project in the
Western milieu can justly call for an objective academical argumentation.

It needs to be clarified right away that I am not empowered or in any way
bound to propagate, advertise or defend my Alma Mater’s philological school. My
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ambition lies in another direction: to prove that my research is relevant, that it
makes sense in the context of Western scholarship.

I am convinced that it can be useful for the reader in the West to see literary
material treated in terms of an approach formulated by Russian philologists. To-
day Western scholars are evaluating the total progress made by their respective dis-
ciplines during the century. Linguists juxtapose Jespersen with Chomsky; critics
rejoice again in writing subjective interpretations and overwhelmingly biographi-
cal treatises (the author kicks back!) – but they also accept the legitimacy of
text-bound analytical approaches to the interpretation of literature. In this creative
atmosphere of historical openmindedness a work which alludes to the name of Ja-
kobson can expect to be taken neither as a provocation nor as a nuisance, but as an
attempt to resume one of the last century’s most interesting philological debates,
and to do so from a different perspective.

Linguopoetics is the outcome of a linguistic tradition that has never let the
word to be ousted from attention, that has never wished to separate the skeleton of
the word in language from the flesh of the word in speech. The sentence in Russia
has never been inflated to the status of plenipotentiary of the entire linguistic struc-
ture. Correct sentences à la colourless green ideas etc. have never appealed to Rus-
sian philologists. The sound aspect of speech, on the contrary, has always been in
the focus of philological research, for it has been remembered that the oral form of
language is the primary one. Literary material has always been an important sour-
ce of linguistic data, so that there was no need for stylistics to serve as a buffer zone
between the antagonistic, incompatible fields of linguistics and criticism. It was in
this atmosphere that linguopoetics came into being.

The legacy of New Criticism, which was briefly commented on earlier in this
chapter, deserves some closer consideration. I am often asked whether linguopoe-
tics is ‘something like the New Criticism’. The answer to this question can be for-
mulated as follows: linguopoetics is much more ‘like New Criticism’ than the New
Critics themselves ever managed to be. Linguopoetics is inclusively a new critical
method. A linguopoetician would find delight in reading The Well Wrought Urn.
Brooks’ focus is unfailingly on the word, which is the main principle of the linguo-
poetic method, too. It is also of paramount significance that Brooks is conscious of
the artistic nature of his material, and that he insists on raising his exploration be-
yond the informative message of the poems he analyses (see f.eg. the chapter
“What does poetry communicate?” in The Well Wrought Urn), he moves into the
spheres of the poems’ aesthetic message, i.e. their impact on the reader.

If we can make no judgments about a poem as a poem, the concept of poetry
as distinct from other kinds of discourse which employ words becomes mea-
ningless. (Brooks 1947: 198)

Any linguopoetician would concur with this statement.
In the theoretical part of the book, Brooks accounts for the established practi-

ce of literary criticism in a way which demonstrates that he is completely aware of
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the indissoluble unity of form and content in a work of verbal art: this, too, is one
of the main tenets of linguopoetics. Here is what Brooks writes about the common
error that besets our criticism:

To state it in its most pervasive form, it /our criticism/ conceives of the “form”
as the transparent pane of glass through which the stuff of poetry is reflected,
directly and immediately. To state it in its crudest form, it conceives of form as
a kind of box, neat or capacious, chastely engraved or gaudily decorated, into
which the valuable and essentially poetic “content” of the poem is packed.
(Brooks 1947: 203)

Yes, Brooks definitely is “one of us”. Nevertheless, the chapters devoted to practi-
cal analysis of poetry in The Well Wrought Urn undermine in some ways his brilli-
ant theoretical argumentation. Primarily, we miss an awareness of layers of the
language structure other than the semantic layer. Brooks shows not the slightest
interest in the grammatical aspect of the texts he elucidates. What parts of speech
are comprised by the words on which he focuses? Are they nouns, verbs or ajecti-
ves? Are they used in the singular or in the plural, in the Continuous or in the Passi-
ve, are they simple or derivative, short or long, syntactically central or syntactically
peripheral? All these considerations are absent. The word ‘language’ keeps emer-
ges on every page of the work; but by ‘language’ Brooks understands levels of mea-
ning, symbolisation, clashes of connotations, paradoxes, ironies, i.e. he
understands language exclusively in terms of traditional semantics and stylistics.
This lack of attention to grammar is a serious drawback in someone who has just
declared that the form of a work of verbal art is inseparable from its content. The
implementation of this principle necessarily also obliges us to respect the insepara-
bility of form and content in words, the constituent elements of works of verbal
art. ‘The poetry of language’ becomes pure rhetoric without the poetry of gram-
mar. Reading Brooks or other New Critics, the linguopoetician gains the impres-
sion, that these critics have not taken enough time to explore their material really
profoundly: it is as if they are in a hurry to discover ever new poems and new poets.
Brooks and his followers found themselves at a point of time in the history of We-
stern humanitarian and general scientific thinking, when they had to prove, rough-
ly speaking, the existence of fictional literature. They took upon themselves an
obligation to prove that poetry exists as poetry1. This, to my knowledge, had never
been demanded of philologists in Russia. Russian scholars could afford to concen-
trate on completely idiosycratic subtleties of language of unique authors, taking
the general existence of the national Russian literary language for being beyond
need of proof. Brooks and his companions had to elucidate what Donne, Shake-
speare, Wordsworth, Gray, Keats, etc. had in common, i.e. the English literary
language. In contrast to the linguopoetic search for ultimte specialisation, Brooks
championed a campaign to elaborate an ultimately generalized method of literary
criticism:
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If...the formal pattern suggested by these terms seems to carry over from poem
to poem...then we are allowed to approach a poem by Keats; or a poem of
Wordsworth’s, through the same terms which we will apply to a poem by Ye-
ats. (Brooks 1947: 199)

It is beyond the task of this study to initiate and judge a competition between New
Criticism and linguopoetics: in fact there is no competition. Whatever the differences
in their method and in cultural and historical backgrounds, both Cleanth Brooks
and Viktor Vinogradov represent phases of that never-ending renewal of criticism
by means of which the scholarly world attempts to live up to art itself. After all, Bro-
oks is absolutely right:

...what must be sought is an instrument which will allow for some critical pre-
cision, and yet one, which may be used in the service, not of Romantic poetry
or of metaphysical poetry, but of poetry. (Brooks 1947: 200)

My study, too, is meant as a contribution to this search. Some aspects of Russian
philological thinking, which lies in the foundation of my method, may seem outda-
ted for a contemporary Western reader, some of them may be outdated indeed, but
it would be a fallacy to judge these things mechanically, by the mere presence or
absence of this or that fashionable piece of linguistic jargon.

And with that I trust the reader to be fully equipped to make sense of the chap-
ters that follow.

Notes

1. It must be noted, though, that in 1945 Cleanth Brooks, in coauthorship with Robert B. Heil-

man, published a book containing 12 most detailed and extensive drama studies (“Under-

standing Drama” New York: Henry Mold and Company, 1945). However, we cannot say he

is any closer to the linguopoetic method in this treatise, on the contrary, the scope of his ana-

lysis expands far beyond not merely the issues of verbal expression, but also the domain of

the English language. Thus, among the plays analysed in the book, one finds Henrik Ibsen’s

“Rosmersholm” and Plautus “The Twin Menaechmi”.
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B r i t i s h D r a m a A f t e r t h e W a r

I have chosen the following five plays for analysis: J. B. Priestley’s The Linden Tree
(1947), Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot (1952), John Osborne’s Look Back in
Anger (1956), Tom Stoppard’s Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead (1967), and
Peter Shaffer’s Equus (1974). That these five plays are all personal favourites needs
no further justification. The survey below argues that the choice satisfies a demand
for objectivity, as well, and that the above-mentioned plays are representative of Bri-
tish drama in the three decades immediately following the Second World War.

Business as usual: the traditional theatre after the war
The Second World War did not lead to any immediate or abrupt revolutions in the
West End. Plays by Rattigan, Maugham, Eliot, Galsworthy, Shaw, Coward,
Christie, etc. survived the war and were still a success with a considerable body of
theatre-goers and critics. This continued for about ten years before the genre of
drama started to respond to the demands of the new epoch.

Thirty years later a wealth of literature would appear, which analysed
‘post-war British theatre’. Virtually every book on the subject would include a
mere condescending nod towards the material that dominated the stage in the im-
mediate post-war years before embarking on the much more interesting New
Wave that started in the mid fifties. However, half a century later, during a period
that nobody could call ‘post-war’ any longer, we are justified in seeking a more ac-
curate view of the period. Indeed, we must do so, because the turn of the millen-
nium sees traditional, realistic post-war plays by senior playwrights being
successfully revived and applauded, while much young, new and revolutionary
stuff has vanished, leaving no noticeable trace.

An excellent example of a traditional realist who refused to disappear is J. B.
Priestley. In the 1950s J.C. Trewin proclaimed Priestley to be the greatest drama-
tist of our time (Trewin, J.C. 1950: 278), and now that ‘well-made’ is no longer a
term of abuse in the theatre world, we may recall this appraisal. In the context of
this thesis, our main interest in Priestley’s plays is the clean, well-bred, nice dra-
wing-room language of his plays. It is the language that was spoken in the theatre
before the abolition of the Lord Chamberlain’s censorship in 1967, before the Edu-
cation Act of 1944, which brought working-class representatives to high positions
in English society, and, indeed, before both of the world wars that, in effect, remo-
ved Victorian-Edwardian Britain from its status as ruler of the world. The Linden
Tree, a domestic drama in which Priestley deals with a post-Second-World-War si-
tuation in pre-First-World-War terms provides a background against which the
new post-war generation of British playwrights appears all the more new. At the
same time, the play appeals to a contemporary theatre-goer and reader as an ex-
ceptionally warm and vivid portrait of its epoch, thus making an appropriate
historical introduction to Britain after the war.
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National, Royal and English: making stages for the revolution
What the brightest representatives of the working-class saw when they arrived at
the highest level of British society (as a result of the Labour Education Act of
1944), they did not like at all. A socialist paradise failed to materialise and the
Conservatives’ return in 1951 meant no change either to a grey, dissatisfying exi-
stence in the new Welfare State of Britain. Feelings of resentment and disappoint-
ment were increasingly widely spread in the young generation. These feelings were
further worsened by the Cold War atmosphere on the international arena, with
nuclear armaments escalating, and with Hungary, Suez and Vietnam becoming the
victims of power demonstrations of the old imperialist type. The old-fashioned
theatre was the most unlikely place for these feelings to be adequately expressed.
At the same time, the number of theatre-goers who could still call comfortable,
mild entertainment ‘a good evening at the theatre’ was rapidly falling. In this situa-
tion, a drastic renovation campaign organised almost single-handedly by George
Devine and Joan Littlewood, could not have been timelier: it brought new life to
the English theatre and saved it from an ultimate decline into oblivion.

Litlewood and Devine, as well as all those for whom the fate of British drama
mattered agreed that, after the prolonged period of the theatre of the actor, direc-
tor and manager – during which the task of the playwright had been merely to deli-
ver ‘meaty’ roles – the time was ripe for the theatre of the writer. A search for new
playwrights was launched on a wide scale. Young literary talents were invited to
test themselves in the genre of drama by taking part in various theatrical workshops.
Another method used was the insertion of newspaper advertisements calling for new
plays. In response to one such advertisement a parcel arrived containing a play, en-
titled Look Back in Anger, written by an unknown young actor John Osborne.

The campaign for a writers’ theatre yielded other riches than John Osborne
alone. Among George Devine’s ‘discoveries’ were such playwrights as Arnold We-
sker, Norman F.Simpson, David Storey and Christopher Hampton. Joan Littlewo-
od introduced to the British and – later – international public such names as
Brendan Behan, Shelagh Delaney, Alan Owen and Frank Norman.

Finally, in the 1960s, the Royal Shakespeare Company opened its new London
home and joined the English Stage Company and the National Theatre in the acti-
ve search for new dramatists that had begun a decade earlier. Plays by John Whi-
ting, David Mercer, Jrden Arden, Robert Bolt, Peter Shaffer and other playwrights
met their first audience in these theatres.

It is a curious paradox that these new venues, in which British drama under-
went a complete rejuvenation, had such grand names: the National Theatre, the
Royal Court, and the Royal Shakespeare Company. These theatres acquired the
opposite association from the one their names implied: on their stages British dra-
ma made a radical move down the social scale and left along the political one, a
move that many people afterwards quite justly referred to as a ‘revolution’.

Since the mid-fifties onwards the theatre in Great Britain clearly became an im-
portant medium for reflecting the opinions of the younger generation. British plays
dominated Broadway and the theatres of Europe for several decades. The fact that
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the new breakthrough in British drama during the late 90s had ‘Osborne’ and
‘1956’ as its major references only reaffirmes the great pioneering role of British
drama of the post-war epoch.

Britannia, roll the Waves: critical appreciation of the new British drama
Critics reacted zelously to the rise of new British drama and showed equal enthusi-
asm in presenting each new successful British playwright as unique and in classi-
fying these unique names into trends, schools and ‘theatres’. Thus, there was the
large, vaguely-defined field of ‘kitchen sink’ plays, but, whether there was anyt-
hing new in many of these plays, apart from the substitution of kitchens for dra-
wing-rooms, is a debatable point. On the opposite side of the spectrum, there was a
wealth of smaller, strictly – defined ‘theatres’ of the highly experimental kind: the
Theatre of the Absurd, the Theatre of the Ridiculous, Avant-Garde Theatre, Ex-
pressionist Theatre, Meta-Theatre, Paradox Theatre, etc. As transpires from the
labels themselves, the theatre they referred to was French rather than British. The
French theatre was influenced more directly and deeply than its British counterpart
by existentialist philosophy and by the legacy of continental European drama of
the first half of the century. Furthermore, in France and Central Europe post-war
development of the theatre concerned theatrical performance as an integral whole,
while the special focus on writing new plays and creating a writers‘ theatre was a
British phenomenon predetermined by the situation in British theatre. The critical
concept that aroused in Britain was that of ‘the Waves’. This reflected quite clearly
the pride felt by British critics in the rising tide of British drama and in the onward
march of its influence throughout the world. However, there is no concord in criti-
cal literature with respect to the chronology of the waves, or their content, or even
their number. Some critics believe that there was only one, the New Wave; others,
on the contrary, claim that since 1956 each year has brought a new wave of play-
wrights (J.R. Taylor 1971: 17). The majority of the critical community settled for
two waves. John Osborne’s Look Back in Anger inaugurated the First Wave in
1956 (thus disregarding the more innovative Waiting for Godot by Samuel
Beckett, which premièred a couple of years earlier.). Osborne’s success started
the process. Then, from the end of the 1960s and for another 10 years or so, the
Second Wave rolled – no less inventive and bright than the first one, but far less
angry or rebellious in its social message. The concept of waves is too vast and
omnivorous, so to speak, to be used as a guideline in selecting representative
samples of the period. ‘New Wave drama’ is the label given to a play which pre-
sents dissatisfied, embittered characters and which, in one way or another, refu-
tes or challenges conventional theatrical form. If these are the criteria, why not
settle for Hamlet?

The difficulty of selecting representative samples from post-war ‘waves’ in Bri-
tish drama is caused by the fact that this period is not yet remote enough in time.
There is still no certainty as to which plays will become dead and buried after en-
joying a brief success due to a stroke of theatrical luck, and which are destined to
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have a longer stage life, despite, perhaps, a less than triumphant start. For this rea-
son, I have turned for guidance to a drama theory worked out on the basis of the
classical plays of the first half of the last century.

Messianic, Social, Existential: three types of revolt
Young post-war British dramatists sought to express their feeling of dissatisfaction
by using new devices of theatrical expressiveness. In fact, the traditional, outdated
dramatic form was for them as much a field of discontent and dissatisfaction as
any other facet of the world surrounding them. Integrity of form and content is the
basis of an approach to drama put forward by the American scholar Robert Bru-
stein in a treatise The Theatre of Revolt (Brustein 1964), in which he proposes an
original definition of revolt in drama and suggests an illuminating subdivision of
the revolt drama into three fundamental types. These types are explored by Bru-
stein on the basis of works by the great European dramatists of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries: Strindberg, Ibsen, Pirandello, O’Neill, Chekhov,
Brecht, Genet. Nevertheless, Brustein claims that the applicability of his approach
is not restricted to the particular period with which he deals in his book:

...the theme of revolt is sufficiently general and inclusive to merit this unusual
emphasis: it is the current that runs through the majority of modern plays. (..)
If I can persuade the reader of this through reference to the writers I have in-
cluded, he will then be able to see, I hope, how this method can be fruitfully
applied to many playwrights not directly considered on these pages. The mo-
dern drama has hitherto been studied largely from the point of view of style –
as a manifestation of Realism, Naturalism, Symbolism, Expressionism, etc. By
treating the modern drama as an expression of revolt, I intend to illustrate
how all these ‘isms’ merely disguise the essential unity of this movement. For a
movement it is, the most important modern dramatists being bound together
by common assumptions and a common point of attack. (Brustein 1964: 7)

In the present study, three of the five plays are selected according to Brustein’s con-
cept of the three types of revolt drama. These three plays represent the New Wave
of post-war British drama, the basic element of which, as noted above, is the ex-
pression of rebellion against the world around:

Every rebel dramatist is incensed by some aspect of this prosperous world; and
even Chekhov, the gentlest spirit in the theatre of revolt, is moved to declare
about his plays: “All I wanted to say was ‘Have a look at yourselves and see
how bad and dreary your lives are’.”(..) Detesting middle ways, scorning
middle emotions, defying the middle classes, the rebel dramatist begins to cele-
brate, secretly or openly, the values of the extreme – excess, instinct, emanci-
pation, ecstasy, drunkenness, rapture, revolt. (Ibidem: 9-10)
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According to Brustein, a dramatist’s protest against the world around him always
takes one of the following forms: the messianic revolt, the social revolt, the existen-
tial revolt.

First in post-war chronology came the existential revolt, most widely known
and remembered today by one of its variants: the Theatre of the Absurd. The
object of revolt in this type of drama is existence itself:

(In) existential revolt the dramatist examines the metaphysical life of man and
protests against it. Existence itself becomes the source of his rebellion.
… Existential revolt is the revolt of the fatigued and the hopeless, reflecting –
after the disintegration of idealist energies – exhaustion and disillusionment.
(Brustein 1964: 26,27)

The striking theatrical impact of absurdist plays results from this heavy accent on
the absence of any progress, even though the stage is filled with much hectic move-
ment to and fro. The basic, fundamental expectation on the part of the theatre au-
dience – that something should happen on stage – is defied by the dramatist, who
instead confronts his audience with a void. The characters in this type of drama are
portrayed metaphysically, their speech-portrayals as a rule lack any individual pecu-
liarities of usage and display no clear national, social, historical or professional fea-
tures. The dialogue on the stage is jerky and full of ambiguities and sheer nonsense.

Among prominent absurdists of the British stage the name of Samuel Beckett
stands out as the most remarkable and the most famous. All essential features of the
existential revolt are fully developed in Beckett’s drama. That Beckett lived in Paris
and ‘translated’ or reproduced Waiting for Godot from the prior version in French,
En attendant Godot, only recommends the inclusion of Beckett’s work in the pre-
sent research. First, because France was the place from which existential philosophy
and the Theatre of the Absurd originated. It is true that there have been some very
interesting absurdists in England, like Norman F.Simpson or the celebrated Harold
Pinter, whose style is so idiosyncratic and recognisable that a special term was devi-
sed to describe it, the Pinteresque, but in its genesis the British Theatre of the Absurd
was undoubtedly inspired by the French experimental theatre. Secondly, the fact of
Beckett’s recreating the work in his own mother tongue (English, stronly influenced
by the native tongue and culture of Ireland) brought the issue of language to the fore,
and made the author himself more aware of matters of verbal expression.

The next phase of revolt, the social revolt, constituted the major aspect of
what came to be known as New Wave drama. Brustein describes the social revolt
drama as follows:

The social drama puts contemporary society on the stage and draws its drama-
tis personae from the middle class. The protagonist is subject to the same laws
as the rest of us, shares the same ambitions (or lack of them), performs the
same domestic duties, speaks the same unlovely prose. (Ibidem: 23)
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The setting of the social play is usually contemporary; its structure is compact,
and organised towards climaxes of feeling; its language is the prose vernacular
of everyday life. In social revolt, the rebel dramatist has suppressed his will to
power in order to examine and protest against the institutionalised life of man.
(Ibidem: 26)

I prefer to say that the social drama derives its heroes from the ‘central’ class, i.e.
that class of a society whose discontent with its situation is the central force that
predetermines the development of the entire society in the given epoch. Four hund-
red years ago it was the Prince of Denmark who complained that something was
rotten in his state. In the beginning of the century it was the upper middle class who
played this role in European theare, when it protested against its institutionalised
life, centred on the issue of ownership and imprisoned by the bourgeois marriage
(which was a kind of ownership relation, too). In post-war Britain, the locus of so-
cial discontent inched further down the scale and concerned first of all those wor-
king-class representatives who climbed the social ladder and entered middle-class
positions where they were enabled – and entitled – to speak out and be heard.

This they eagerly did: in the press, in prose (c.f. Amis’s Lucky Jim), and, last but
not least, in the theatre.The language that the dramatists of the social revolt employ-
ed was the language of angry and class-conscious citizens. It was rough, edgy,
uneven and more emotional, sincere and spontaneous than a middle-class audience
ever expected to hear in the theatre, or for that matter, in any other public place.

In the present study, this type of revolt drama is represented by Osborne’s
Look Back in Anger. This play took the theatre audience, including theatre critics,
completely aback. Its critical evaluation still remains the most unsettled in
post-war British drama, but, Even today and even by people quite remote from the
British theatre – and from Britain – Jimmy Porter is remembered as the angry
young man who voiced the feelings of a whole post-war generation. What turns
this play into a great drama is Osborne’s provokingly sincere and stark presenta-
tion of Jimmy’s dissatisfaction with the boredom and triviality of life in contem-
porary England, with the arrogance inherent in the Edwardian mentality still
reigning in the upper classes. Jimmy rejects all things traditional, inert and slug-
gish, and his keyword ‘No!‘ – as a symbol of his irreconcilable negation of confor-
mism, apathy and indifference – became the slogan of all new British drama.

The messianic revolt is defined by Brustein as a protest against the imperfect
human condition in the philosophic and religious spheres. The characters in the
drama of messianic revolt are seeking God and turn towards the Ideal as their last
spiritual support. Exaltation, religious, tragic and solemn pathos are characteristic
of drama of this type, and are reflected in its style and in its language:

The messianic drama is designed as an act of revelation, for it revolves around
the thought and actions of a new messiah, who thinks himself destined to
replace the Old God...The messianic drama, in consequence, is tendentious
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and systematic – a philosophical play. It is also rather windy and rhetorical,
sometimes spilling over. (Brustein 1964: 19)

This type of revolt drama is more strongly influenced by Freud’s psychoanalytical
method than is the drama of the existential revolt and the drama of the social re-
volt. This is how Brustein describes the reverberation of a modern, post-Freudian
awareness of psychological processes in the drama of messianic revolt:

What emerges then with the modern stream of consciousness development is a
movement from praxis to lexis – from an emphasis on linear action in the dra-
ma to a disjointed dialogue. The dramatist is most concerned with the idea, the
motivation, the source of inner action. Scenes will become without order or
obvious units. All this is made to suggest the disconnected features of psychoa-
nalysis. (Brustein 1964: 193)

I believe Peter Shaffer to be a dramatist with a pronounced messianic bent. Shaffer
is a highly idiosyncratic playwright, whose immensely successful plays have so far
resisted attempts to classify them under any generalising label, trend or group. Ho-
wever, Brustein’s approach enables one to see Shaffer’s place in the overall context
of the post-war revolt drama. The facet of revolt that Shaffer explores in his drama
clearly corresponds to what Brustein defines as the messianic type of revolt.
Though Shaffer’s biggest success so far – Equus – was staged in 1974 when the wa-
ves of revolt were beginning to subside, Shaffer belongs to the same generation as
Osborne and other New Wave dramatists. In his plays Shaffer protests against ad-
hering the established paths in life. The Normal World appears in his work as grey,
mediocre, inhuman and even murderous. Shaffer’s main characters escape from
the Normal World by developing rituals in which they worship gods of their own
making, a process which Shaffer presents with remarkably deep psychological in-
sight. Undoubtedly, Equus is the most ‘psychoanalytical’ of Shaffer’s plays. It
directly exploits the practices of psychoanalytical treatment as its underlying the-
atrical convention. What imparts a strong messianic flavour to Shaffer’s drama is
that his characters have a strong passion for preaching, for standing up and con-
fronting the audience in lengthy and eloquent speeches about the higher destiny of
man. These monologues make an unforgettable impression on the audience.

It is important to remember that the three faces of revolt – social, messianic and
existential – do not constitute a straight ‘either-or’ system. Thus, in depicting the
Pozzo-Lucky relationship, Beckett clearly explores the theme of social injustice; Os-
borne’s Jimmy Porter is concerned with absence of belief in the contemporary world;
and Peter Shaffer displays a good measure of existential anguish in passionate mono-
logues about the meaninglessness of the so-called normal life. Furthermore, Waiting
for Godot is a tragical comedy, complete with trouser-dropping, music-hall jokes, etc.;
Look Back in Anger, as noted above, is a psychological exploration of a marriage cri-
sis, and Equus is a thriller with a pronounced detective element built into it. Although
Brustein’s approach can help us to see these three plays as representative samples of
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three distinct facets of the mood of revolt in the post-war epoch, it is the richness and
polyphony of dramatic conflict that have combined to give these plays enduring suc-
cess so that they are remembered, revived and ‘reborn’ in the living theatre.

After the anger: having fun
As it happens, theatre-goers in Britain never ceased to have fun. Even at the dress
rehearsal of the angriest of all post-war plays, Look Back in Anger, the students
who formed the majority of the audience laughed uproariously, to the astonish-
ment of both the producer and the actors, who did not see the play as a comedy.
The playwright, it must be said, was not surprised in the least.

A sense of humour is one of the celebrated features of the British national
character, and the playhouse has always been one of the temples at which the Bri-
tish rejoiced in this virtue. Not all of the bright young British dramatists of the
post-war generation can therefore be described in terms of a revolt theory. For cer-
tain playwrights, scepticism, irony, parody, pastiche and other forms for comical
response to contemporary British life were not merely a condiment but formed the
very core of their theatrical message. Among these new sceptics, mockers and scof-
fers at English society were Frank Marcus, Aalan Ayckbourn, Peter Nichols, Alan
Bennett, John Mortimer and others. They constituted the bulk of the above-men-
tioned Second Wave in the post-war British drama. The most popular and undoub-
tedly the most talented of the new British comediographers is Tom Stoppard. What
makes this playwright especially interesting for the present study is his acknowled-
ged verbal virtuosity. Stoppard’s genius as a man of letters shows itself in his ma-
sterly manipulation of genres and styles in plays which are full of seemingly casual
swifts between sincere pathos, pastiche, allusions, irony, true poetry, et cetera. Ro-
sencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead would have guaranteed Stoppard a place in
the history of British drama even if he had written nothing else. Luckily for the-
atre-goers, this is not the case.

These are the considerations that influenced my choice of material. The following
chapters present Priestley, Beckett and Osborne in the order in which their respec-
tive plays were written. With relation to Shaffer and Stoppard, this chronology has
given way to the more essential chronology of generations. Stoppard wrote Rosen-
crantz and Guildenstern are Dead early in his career and was fortunate that its first
night in Edinburgh was attended by certain influential London critics, but he was
born just two years before the Second World War broke out; he belongs to an alto-
gether different generation from the bulk of New Wave dramatists. For this rea-
son, it is logical for Stoppard’s play to be discussed after Shaffer’s Equus. Stoppard
can be seen as presenting a pastiche of the entire British dramatic heritage, from
Hamlet to Waiting for Godot, while, at the same time, this playwright represents
the ultimate achievement, as it were, of the whole post-war epoch and a transition
from ‘post-war’ to the present day in British drama. By juxtaposing Priestley and
Stoppard we can estimate the truly great progress that British drama underwent
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during the post-war decades. Stoppard’s plays are clearly ‘well-made’, but in a dif-
ferent sense from Priestley’s. Stoppard is concerned with serious issues, but not in
the way that the angry young men were in their time. It is true that he can serve his
audience rich portions of existentialism but this is a trap and is not (always) meant
to be taken seriously. Language in his plays can be both enjoyable and provocative
but most of the time it is just play-ful. Neither the preservation nor the destruction
of the middle-class norms of usage is Stoppard’s aim: he is simply chattering away,
a suitably optimistic note, on which to leave the post-war period.
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P r e v i o u s R e s e a r c h i n t h e F i e l d

Attempts to study the peculiarities of verbal expression in drama have been under-
taken in various disciplinary fields, though never from the specific linguopoetic
angle adopted in this thesis. I believe it necessary to survey previous research be-
fore embarking on the presentation of my own analysis. An account of what has al-
ready been achieved will place the present work in a clearer perspective both
historically and in terms of approach.

Prague: the semiotic angle
The rise of the East European theatre in the 1920s and 1930s inspired several of
the Prague scholars to study the functioning of language in the theatre – Otakar
Zich, Jan Mukarovsky, Jiri Veltrusky and Boguslav Havranek. Nowadays, their
work is undergoing a true renaissance as the semiotics of drama enjoys its own
‘New Wave’ (See, for instance, K. Elam, 1980, P. Pavis, 1982, S. Melrose, 1994 or
E. Aston & G. Savond, 1991). Two of the most significant manifestations of the
Prague semioticians’ interest in drama are Otakar Zich’s Aesthetics of the Art of
Drama, first published in 1931 and Dramatic Text as a Component of Theatre, an
article first published by Jiri Veltruskij in 1941.

By way of generalisation the semiotic contribution to the study of the language
of drama can be subdivided as follows: (a) the application of the concept of estran-
gement to the dramatic dialogue; (b) the discovery of the specific role of deictic
words in the dramatic dialogue; (c) the interpretation of drama as essentially an il-
locutionary speech act.

Estrangement, or foregrounding, originally a term coined by Russian philolo-
gists, emerges in Prague as ‘aktualizatsija’. In the context of drama the term ‘aktua-
lizatsija’ is used when the dramatist encourages the spectator to become aware of
the form, or vehicle, rather than the content of a theatrical sign. Language, in so far
as it functions as a vehicle for theatrical signs, can become a locus for such theatri-
cal foregrounding. This happens when the dramatist uses the devices of language
in such a way that this use itself attracts attention and is perceived as something so
uncommon and striking. After the Second World War new generations of the-
atre-goers saw the rise of dramatic trends whose principal device of expressiveness
was the kind of foregrounded, estranged language identified and studied by East
European formalists and semioticians in the pre-war years, while present day se-
mioticians naturally use the metalanguage of their Prague predecessors when ana-
lysing new drama:

Modern, ‘radical’ drama is characterised by rule-breaking modes, which have,
in formalist terms, ‘made strange’ the linguistic sign system. (E. Aston & G.
Savona 1991: 65)
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